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Education and outreach is still a very important tool for

the various agricultural agencies to use in helping everyone
understand just what the nutrient management law is all
about.

In conclusion, Act 6 not only impacts farmers, but every-
one closely related to the agricultural community. Farmers
have learned that if their animal numbers or crop acreage

changes drastically, they should contact the conservation
district to help determine iftheir farm is now considered a
concentrated animal operation and subject to Act 6 regula-
tions.

The general public has learned of the regulations and
knows that there are certain setbacks and spreading regula-
tions that pertain to concentrated animal operations. Hope-
fully, both sides can work together to create a positive
outcome.

Communicating with
affected neighbors

It is essential to have good communica-
tions with any affected parties neighboring
the facility. Based on the evaluation of the
site characteristics, those local residents
most likely to be affected by the facility
should be identified and contacted.

This can be done on a one-on-one basis, or
through a group meetingto describe the pos-
sible project and to discuss any concerns. In
this way, the operator can gauge public
acceptance of the proposed operation.

Agricultural security areas
Establishing an Agricultural Security

Area to include the operation will provide
the operator with a level of assurance that
area residents accept and understand the
landuse established for this location.
Producers should contact their county
planning office to obtain information relat-
ed to forming an Agriculture Security Area.

Community dispute resolution
The PDA has established a model that

can be used by local communities to
address disputes related to the siting of
animal production facilities. A copy of this
model for community dispute resolution
can be obtained by contacting the state
office in Harrisburg.
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Outstanding Quality andReliable Performance

This flighting configuration delivers more
material to the discharge expeller in less
time for faster unloading The paddles are
precisely positioned to deliver more uni-
form feeding to the discharge expeller
This exceptional design breaks up and
blends all types of manure

NEW Huvy
Duty Design

The auger is hydraulically powered both
up and down (unlike competitive units that
use springs, gravity or fixed augers) This
design provides more control to chop
through bridged material or power down
through heavy loads

Heavy-duty round-
core segmented
auger breaks up and
blends manure with
less chance of wrap-
ping The specially-
formed auger pad-
dles are set at the
precise pitch to
maintain proper
material flow to the
discharge expeller

Outstanding Application Control.
Gehl’s proven Vanflo™ discharge system
has been made even better It’s 33 percent
wider on the Model 1315. On all new mod-
els the expeller assembly has been signifi-
cantly strengthened New square-tooth
expeller paddles spread smoothly and
evenly You choose the rate you want, from
heavy spring-time spreading to light top-
dressing With Scavenger you have com-
plete control right at your fingertips
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For A Quuiity Spreader
Priced To SeHt

Highway light sys-
tem is standard for
added safety during
road travel The light
system connects to
the tractor’s 7-pm
receptacle
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